
 

 

/Showcase Passing (14-18)  
Category: Functional 

 
 
Difficulty: Academy Sessions 

 
 
  
 
 

Technical Diamond Passing (20mins) 
 

Set Up:  
Groups of 6  
Start with one ball until players understand then introduce second 
ball  
The group must pass the ball around the diamond and follow their 
pass  
Make this a competition within the allocated time - between groups  
The second pattern is in the right hand box, this time the ball is 
played to the side diamond before the ball is played back to the 
passer who plays long. only one ball involved. Once the long 
pass has taken place the two players who played a one - two 
(wall pass) swap position   
Aim:  
To pass the ball around the diamond as efficiently and 
effectively as they can, encourage and coach the inside of the 
foot pass however if players try another passing technique do 
not discourage this - we want creative players  
Coaching Points:  
Movement to receive the pass - as ball is being played to previous player (the passer) move away to come short on passes first 
touch. Check shoulder and open body position  
If ball played across the body get in line and a good first touch to set up a 
pass If the pass is a poor one, see if the receiver can rescue the pass  
Technical passing mechanics - lock the ankle, weight of pass, non kicking foot pointing in the direction of the pass  

 
 

Skilled - Playing out 4v2 (15mins) 
 

Set Up:  
Same group of 6 however now 2 are in the middle as defenders.  
Attacking team get a point for every pass however they get 3 
points if the play the ball between the defenders (split pass) and 5 
points for a disguised pass. Make it a competition 
If defenders win the ball as you can see from the right hand side, 
they then attack any one side of the diamond and create a 2v1 
and they must run the ball over the line 
Consider the safety aspect of this and make sure there is space 
between each group  
Aim:  
To put players in decision making situations, and the type of pass 
to play. We want players to play forward as much as we can and 
try and split the defenders (without forcing it). The rule in the game 
should be to firstly look to play forward (through) and if they cant 
they play around.  
Coaching Points:  
Angle to receive the ball  
Playing off one or two touch if they can (don't condition at the start)  
Checking shoulder  
In line with the pass  
First touch away from pressure and direction of play  
Technique of disguised pass - eye contact, looking one way passing another, movement of hips 



 

 

7v4 Game (20mins) 
 
Set Up:  
7v4  
Area size must be small enough for the 4 players to get pressure 
on the ball. If defending players are bunching - condition that they 
have one area of the box each to defend. Greens get a goal by 
playing the ball from one side to the other, they get 1 point for this 
.If they play through the middle player and are successful they get 
3 points .When the defending team wins the ball they can score in 
either goal, the team that have just lost the ball must react and 
press and defend both goals.  
Aim:  
Player understanding of finding the spare player 
Understanding of when to play forward, around or 
over  
Coaching Points:  
Angle for the pass,  
type and weight of pass - we want them to play forward 
(through first) if they cant do that they play around and if need 
be over to a spare player 
Short and long passing techniques  
Receiving techniques  
 

 
Scrimmage (20mins) 
 
Set Up:  
Scrimmage to finish working on when to play through 
the opposition and when to play around them  
Aim:  
To play through the middle of the opposition via passes between 
their players, if they narrow up then look to play around them.  
Coaching Points:  
Passing Technique  
Decision making on when to play through or around the 
opposition 


